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Gravity waves (GWs) in GCMs:

Problem: GW horizontal scales are about 10-1000 km

=> too short to be properly resolved in GCMs

=> effect of GWs has to be parameterized in (most) GCMs!
 

Problem: only few observational constraints for GWD 
parameterizations  => (over-)simplifications!
      - source distribution: homogeneous and isotropic
      - source parameters: just guessed or tuned for desired GCM response
      - no temporal variation
      - only vertical GW propagation, ...

=> needed: global (satellite!) data set of GW parameters!
                   (vert. and horiz. wavelengths, momentum flux)

=> MF climatologies from HIRDLS and SABER!
 



GW parameters from satellite data

- GW momentum flux, vertical and horizontal wavelengths (Lz, Lh)
    have already been derived from satellite temperature data!
    (CRISTA, HIRDLS)
    (Ern et al., 2004, 2006, Alexander et al., 2008, Wright et al., 2010)

- MF method: based on phase differences of vertical wave structures
   identified in neighbored altitude profiles of residual temperatures

- no direction! (only absolute values)

Needed: short-distance pairs of altitude profiles along
               the satellite measurement track
               (shorter than about 300 km)
 



Profile-pair along-track distances: CRISTA, HIRDLS, SABER

CRISTA: almost vertical altitude profiles
HIRDLS, SABER: triangular scan pattern => short and long pairs



Problem:  separate GW fluctuations (short horizontal scales)
                  from global scale waves (e.g., zonal wavenumbers 1-6)

=> large scale atmospheric background state has to be
      determined and removed!
      Especially suited: horizontal global-scale wave analysis
                                     (e.g., Kalman filter, S-Transform)
 
New method: 2d Fourier (longitude/time)

=> utilizes full spatiotemporal information of the satellite data

=> better representation of short-period planetary-scale waves
      than in previous methods
      (e.g., fast Kelvin waves in the tropics, quasi 2-day waves,
        or short-period waves in the polar jets can also be removed)

      Especially important for mesosphere!
 



CRISTA MF (8/97) as reference vs. HIRDLS, SABER (8/06)
CRISTA MF: validated by superpressure balloons (Hertzog et al., 2008)

this study: QBO phase: eastward, Lz range: 6-25km, dLz criterion: 6km
                  => all about the same as for CRISTA-2

Good agreement between HIRDLS and SABER!

MF up to factor 2 lower than the CRISTA „best estimate“
=> OK!  CRISTA MF is also corrected for aliasing & retrieval
                sensitivity (Lz,Lh), not applied to HIRDLS, SABER

CRISTA-2
(MF values corrected)

HIRDLS, this study SABER, this study
(color scales factor 2 lower than for CRISTA-2!)



Seasonal variations
HIRDLS momentum flux, 4 months in 2006, Z=30 km

summer hemisphere: high MF over monsoon regions (“monsoon GWs”)
winter hemisphere: high MF in the polar jets
intermediate seasons: mountain waves (southern Andes,...)



Longer-term variations: 30 km

SABER GW momentum flux time series 2002-2010

also seen: QBO variation (esp. over monsoon regions)
                  long-term solar max./min. effect? (anti-correlation w. solar flux)

Reason? wind filtering during GW propagation or source variation?
=> model simulations required



Higher altitudes: 70 km

SABER GW squared T-amplitudes 2002-2010

Semi-annual variation of GW variances at midlatitudes!

Reason: 15 deg poleward shift of subtropic GW maxima
                => non-vertical propagation of GWs!
               Good agreement with GW raytracing results by
               Preusse et al. (2009) and Sato et al. (2009)



Higher altitudes: 70 km

SABER GW momentum flux 2002-2010

GWs in polar jets: have lost most of their momentum!
monsoon GWs: dominate global MF distribution at 70km!
=> semi-annual variation at midlatit. now dominated by summer maximum

Effect of QBO and possible solar max/min effect: weaker!



GW MF global maps: Z=30km vs. 70km

winter hemisphere: at 70km GWs in polar jets strongly reduced, patchy
summer hemisphere: at 70km monsoon GWs shifted poleward, dominant

zonal structure of monsoon GWs preserved at 70km => forcing of QTDW?
(e.g. Limpasuvan and Wu, 2003)

SABER



Zonal average GW momentum flux

GWs in polar night jets

Monsoon GWs Monsoon GWs



Zonal average GW momentum flux

GWs in polar night jets:
strong dissipation already in stratosphere!

Monsoon GWs:
poleward refraction

Monsoon GWs:
poleward refraction



Estimation of GW “potential accelerations”
from GW momentum flux absolute values

GW drag:

Caveats:
- only part of GW spectrum observed

- Doppler shifting of GW spectrum has some effect on MF gradients

- not all required corrections applied to HIRDLS and SABER MF

- direction of MF not known => also direction of GWD not known
                                                 => only positive GWD values are given

- possible MF cancellation of different waves neglected
     => GWD could be zero even if non-zero values are calculated

- in case of non-vertical propagation: above equation for GWD does not hold

But still:

- wind jets favor GWs propagating opposite to prevailing wind
   => these GWs will dominate MF and its gradient in and above wind jets
         (e.g., Warner et al., JAS, 2005)

=> even if “potential accelerations” will be biased and have large errors
      they will provide valuable information!



Zonal average potential accelerations

High GWD in polar night jets already in the stratosphere!

High GWD by monsoon GWs on equatorward side of mesosph. summer jet
=> contribute to poleward tilt of summer jet!

Both effects still not included in GCMs!



GW potential accelerations: QBO and SSAO

Peak GWD: “early“

QBO eastward shear:   0.3...0.6 m/s/d
QBO westward shear:  0.15...0.3 m/s/d

SSAO eastward shear:  0.8-1.5 m/s/d
SSAO westward shear:  < 0.8 m/s/d
=> SSAO eastward phase: by GWD?
      SSAO westward phase: by advection?



Kelvin wave accelerations: QBO

QBO eastward shear, peak wave drag:

        Kelvin, k=1-6:  0.15...0.2 m/s/d, “late”  (Ern and Preusse, ACP, 2009)
        Total expected: 0.5...1 m/s/d
         => Kelvin waves: only ~30% of total, rest likely GWD
                                        (Ern and Preusse, GRL, 2009)

        NOW observed:  peak GWD  0.3 … 0.6 m/s/d

=> observed GWD can account for most of missing wave drag

(Ern and Preusse, GRL, 2009)



Summary and Conclusions:

- HIRDLS and SABER: absolute values of GW momentum flux,
       horizontal and vertical wavelengths

- 2d-Fourier: new method for atmospheric background
       better control, removes also short-period PWs

- MF values agree with earlier CRISTA estimates

- strong seasonal variations (as expected)

- longer-term variations: QBO, anti-correlation with solar flux

- MF altitude range extended into mesosphere!

- indications for non-vertical GW propagation

- convective GWs: still longitudinal variation in mesosph. => forcing of QTDW?

- convective GWs => poleward tilt of mesospheric summer jet

- high GWD in polar night jet already in stratosphere
       (still not in GCMs, can be important for downward coupling into troposph.)

- GWs dominant in forcing of QBO and eastward phase of SSAO (observed!)



What happens if only limited range of wave periods and zonal 
wavenumbers is covered?
Example: HIRDLS GW-T-variances 16 July-15 Aug. 2005
 

Equatorial waves,  vortex waves,  quasi 2-day waves

Some global scale waves remain if range is limited!
 => short wave periods must be considered!

case1:
“all PWs”
removed

case 2:
most PWs
removed
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